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Abstract

Comparison of expression levels and breadth and evolutionary rates of intronless and intron-containing mammalian genes
shows that intronless genes are expressed at lower levels, tend to be tissue specific, and evolve significantly faster than
spliced genes. By contrast, monomorphic spliced genes that are not subject to detectable alternative splicing and
polymorphic alternatively spliced genes show similar statistically indistinguishable patterns of expression and evolution.
Alternative splicing is most common in ancient genes, whereas intronless genes appear to have relatively recent origins.
These results imply tight coupling between different stages of gene expression, in particular, transcription, splicing, and
nucleocytosolic transport of transcripts, and suggest that formation of intronless genes is an important route of evolution
of novel tissue-specific functions in animals.
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Introduction
In all eukaryotes, at least some genes contain introns, and in
multicellular organisms, genes with multiple introns con-
stitute a substantial majority (Roy and Gilbert 2006). More-
over, alternative splicing, with additional contributions
from alternative transcription initiation and termination,
is the basis for the functional diversity of the transcrip-
tomes in multicellular eukaryotes, at least, in vertebrates
(Blencowe 2006; Kim et al. 2008). The extent of alternative
splicing in multicellular organisms has been repeatedly
revised upward (Mironov et al. 1999; Modrek et al. 2001;
Lareau et al. 2004). The latest estimates using deep se-
quencing of the human transcriptome suggest that over
90% of human intron-containing genes are alternatively
spliced at least in some tissues and under some conditions
(Wang et al. 2008).

Introns enhance the efficiency of transcription initiation
and elongation in spliced genes. Moreover, due to interac-
tions between spliceosomal proteins and the polyadenyla-
tion machinery, messenger RNA (mRNA) nuclear export
receptors, and RNA-binding proteins, splicing can actively
promote 3#-end formation, polyadenylation, and mRNA
export (Le Hir et al. 2003) and enhance transcript stability
(Wang et al. 2007). It has been suggested that expression
profiles of monomorphic genes from which only a single
transcript is produced substantially differ from those of
polymorphic genes whose transcripts are diversified via al-
ternative splicing as well as alternative transcription (Wang

et al. 2008; Wegmann et al. 2008). Here, we analyze expres-
sion and evolution of different architectural classes of
human genes and reveal dramatic differences between in-
tronless and spliced genes but not between monomorphic
and polymorphic genes.

Gene Architectures, Expression Patterns,
and Evolutionary Rates Dramatically Differ
between Spliced and Intronless Genes
We analyzed the architectures, expression profiles, and
rates of evolution of annotated human transcripts depos-
ited in the major sequence databases. The majority of
transcripts in the University of California–Santa Cruz
(UCSC) and Ensembl databases were assigned to alterna-
tively spliced and/or alternatively transcribed genomic loci,
in agreement with the notion that alternative events occur
in most human genes. This dominance of alternatively ex-
pressed genes notwithstanding a considerable fraction of
genes possess only one annotated transcript (ca. 38%)
or even contain no introns at all (ca. 5%) (table 1), accord-
ing to UCSC database (the discrepancy between the latest
estimates of the extent of alternative splicing obtained
through deep sequencing of the human transcriptome
[Wang et al. 2008] and the fraction of genes that are
annotated as being alternatively spliced in the current
databases most likely stems from the lack of annotation
of isoforms produced at low levels). Given that we analyzed
only intact genes with readily detectable levels of
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transcription, we assumed that all these were bona fide
functional genes, rather than pseudogenes.

In an attempt to gain insight into the relationships
between the complexity of gene architecture and expres-
sion, on the one hand, and gene evolution, on the other
hand, we classified mammalian gene loci into three classes:
1) intronless genes, 2) monomorphic genes with one anno-
tated isoform, and 3) polymorphic genes producing several
alternative transcripts. Among intronless genes, coding
sequences (CDSs) and 3# untranslated regions (3#UTRs)
are on average substantially shorter than the respective
domains of intron-containing genes (P , 10�30 for CDS,
P , 10�8 for 3#UTR; hereinafter, all P values were calcu-
lated using the Mann–Whitney U test) (fig. 1), although
for 5#UTRs this effect is marginal. The relationship between
monomorphic and polymorphic genes is also complex: the
CDS and 3#UTRs of polymorphic genes tend to be some-
what longer than those of monomorphic genes (P, 10�6,
P, 10�8), whereas the 5#UTRs are on average not dramat-
ically different from those in monomoprhic genes (P ,

0.005). As expected, polymorphic genes on average have
a greater number of introns than monomorphic genes
(P , 10�5); the difference in intron density is not so
pronounced but significant as well (P , 0.01; supplemen-
tary table S1, Supplementary Material online). Similarly,
CDS and 3#UTRs of intronless genes in mouse are signifi-
cantly shorter than those in intron-containing genes (data
not shown).

Intronless genes typically are expressed at a significantly
lower level and in a narrower range of tissues than mono-
morphic or polymorphic genes (fig. 2; P , 10�65 and
P , 10�82 for expressed sequence tag [EST], P , 10�13

and P , 10�12 for the Genomics Institute of the Novartis
Research Foundation [GNF] Atlas 2, respectively). The
same trends were observed when mammal-specific and
primate-specific intronless genes were excluded from the
analysis in order to eliminate any possibility of contamina-
tion of the set of intronless genes with pseudogenes (data
not shown). By contrast, there was no dramatic difference
in the expression of monomorphic as compared with poly-
morphic genes, and among the polymorphic genes, no
strong dependence of expression on the number of iso-
forms was observed (fig. 2). The same trends were observed
for mouse intronless, monomorphic, and polymorphic
genes, as inferred from the analysis of the mouse GNF Atlas
2 expression data (supplementary fig. S1A, Supplementary

Material online). Notably, when monomorphic and intron-
less genes were pooled together, as it was done in a previous
study (Wegmann et al. 2008), expression of the pooled
group significantly and consistently differed from the ex-
pression of polymorphic genes (supplementary fig. S1B,
Supplementary Material online), in agreement with the ob-
servations of Wegmann et al. (2008). Taking into account
that retroposed genes have a characteristic property to ac-
quire introns in 5#UTRs after retroposition (Brosius and
Gould 1992; Brosius 1999), we also analyzed separately
the group of genes with completely intronless CDSs and
with intron-containing 5#UTRs. These genes are few in
numbers and show intermediate values of expression level
and breadth between intronless and monomorphic genes
(supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online).
The expression breadth for this group of genes (with in-
tronless CDS and intron-containing 5#UTRs) was signifi-
cantly different from the expression levels of both
intronless and monomorphic genes (P , 5 � 10�3 and
P, 10�9 from EST data; P, 10�2 and P, 5� 10�5 from
GNF Atlas 2 data; supplementary table S2, Supplementary
Material online). Similar relationships were observed for ex-
pression level in these three groups of genes.

We further found that the rates of evolution of the CDS
among approximately 9,000 pairs of orthologous genes
from human and macaque were significantly higher for
intronless genes, as compared with spliced genes, in both
non-synonymous and synonymous positions (P , 0.0001

Table 1. Intronless, monomorphic, and polymorphic genes in different age classes of human genes.

Gene Type
Number
of Genes

Evolutionary Age of Genes

Cellular Eukaryota Metazoa Chordata Mammalia Primates

Polymorphic 11,082 3,111 (0.609) 3,310 (0.617) 2,474 (0.560) 1,623 (0.481) 505 (0.389) 59 (0.249)
Monomorphic 7,651 1,903 (0.372) 1,874 (0.349) 1,745 (0.395) 1,325 (0.393) 645 (0.497) 159 (0.671)
Intronless 1,072 96 (0.019) 184 (0.034) 199 (0.045) 426 (0.126) 148 (0.114) 19 (0.080)
Mono/Poly 0.883 0.826 1.022 1.185 1.826 4.2
Intronless/Poly 0.317 0.541 0.834 2.719 3 3.4

Protein CDSs of 22,849 human genes were classified according to the ancestral taxa where the proteins first appeared. Ancestral homologues were identified in RefSeq
sequences from organisms of different taxonomic levels by BLASTP search with an expectation cutoff value of 10�6 using a procedure described in Supplementary Material
online. Frequencies of gene types in evolutionary age classes are shown in parentheses. Mono/poly and intronless/poly ratios were normalized taking into account numbers
of genes in the groups.

FIG. 1. Means of functional domain lengths in mature transcripts of
intronless, monomorphic, and polymorphic genes. Gene structure
and lengths of functional domains were determined from genomic
coordinates of the human genome (March 2006 assembly) that
were downloaded from the UCSC genome server (http://
genome.ucsc.edu). Monomorphic or polymorphic gene status was
defined from the number of annotated transcript isoforms, as
described in Supplementary Material online.
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for Kn and P , 10�7 for Ks); by contrast, the difference
between the evolutionary rates of monomorphic and poly-
morphic genes was not significant (fig. 3). It has been
shown previously that mammalian and primate-specific
human and mouse genes including intronless ones evolve
faster than genes of more ancient origin (Agarwal 2005;
Wolf et al. 2009); however, we observed the exact same
trends among ‘‘old,’’ evolutionarily conserved intronless
genes (i.e., when mammal-specific and primate-specific
genes were excluded from the analysis; see supplementary
fig. S1C, Supplementary Material online). Of course, it has
to be kept in mind that genes obviously are highly dynamic
units, so the divide between ‘‘old’’ and ‘‘new’’ intronless
genes is to some extent conditional given that some evo-
lutionary conserved intronless could evolve by retroposi-
tion of spliced genes. For the evolutionary rates of the
UTRs (K5 and K3), a different trend was observed; these
domains evolve at approximately the same rates in human
intronless and monomorphic genes (fig. 3). Evolutionary
rates of CDSs in the group of genes with intronless CDSs
and intron-containing 5#UTRs are close to those of intron-

less genes and the differences for both Kn and Ks are
marginal between these two groups.

The rate of evolution of the CDS shows significant in-
verse correlation with expression level in all studied model
organisms (Pal et al. 2001; Drummond and Wilke 2009),
and a similar trend has been reported for 3#UTRs but not
for 5#UTRs (Jordan et al. 2004). In the current data set, we
observed significant inverse correlations of both Kn and K3
with expression breadth among both monomorphic and
polymorphic genes (P , 0.001) as well as intronless genes
(P, 10�6) (supplementary fig. S2, Supplementary Material
online). Given the connection between expression level
and evolution rate of protein-coding genes, we performed
a multiple regression analysis and found that the use of
evolutionary variables alone (Kn, Kn/Ks, K5, and K3) al-
lowed prediction of expression breadth and level indepen-
dent of gene structural features, namely, lengths of introns
and CDSs, numbers of introns, and number of transcribed
isoforms (R 5 0.238; supplementary fig. S3A, Supplemen-
tary Material online). A model that used structural
parameters alone yielded R 5 0.178 on the validation set
(R 5 0.227 on the training set; supplementary fig. S3B,
Supplementary Material online). The two groups of varia-
bles had orthogonal (independent) predictive power, that
is, R2 values for cumulative structural and evolutionary pre-
dictions were close to the sum of R2 values for independent
structural and evolutionary predictions (see Supplementary
Material online for details). The plot of predicted versus
actual expression breadth for the validation set using com-
bined parameters is shown in supplementary figure S3C
(see Supplementary Material online for details). Thus,
the evolutionary and structural variables independently
predict the gene expression pattern. In other words, their
predictions are nonredundant so that the combined model
explains the maximum fraction of the variation in expres-
sion (the sum of R2 values for the two groups of variables).

Finally, we grouped human genes into several classes
according to their apparent evolutionary age, that is, the
phylogenetic depth at which reliable homologs are detect-
able for the gene in question ([Wolf et al. 2009], and see

FIG. 2. Means of expression levels and breadth in human intronless (Int0), monomorphic (Mono), and polymorphic (Poly) genes with
different numbers of isoforms (from 2 to 4 and more). Gene expression levels and breadths were evaluated by tallying the numbers of gene-
specific EST sequences from normal human tissues in GenBank (Ogurtsov et al. 2008) and from GenAtlas expression data, as described in
Supplementary Material online.

FIG. 3. Means of evolutionary rates in intronless, monomorphic, and
polymorphic (Poly) genes with different numbers of isoforms (from
2 to 4 and more). Rates of synonymous (dS) and non-synonymous
(dN) substitutions in the protein CDSs and evolutionary rates in
5#UTRs (K5) and 3#UTRs (K3) were estimated from sequence
alignments of approximately 9,000 human and macaque ortholo-
gous genes, as described previously (Ogurtsov et al. 2008).
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Supplementary Material online for details). Counterintui-
tively but in line with a previous report (Irimia et al.
2007), we found that ancient classes (i.e., genes with homo-
logues in bacteria, archaea, or unicellular eukaryotes) were
enriched for polymorphic genes as compared with the
‘‘younger’’ genes (table 1). Intronless genes were found
to be mostly eukaryote specific, and for the majority, no
homologues were detectable outside Chordata (table 1).
The ratio between monomorphic and polymorphic genes
was dramatically increased only in mammal-specific and
primate-specific classes, whereas the ratio between intron-
less and alternative spliced genes was 3-fold greater in the
chordate-specific group than in Metazoa-specific group
(table 1). These observations are in agreement both with
the findings presented above, namely, that intronless genes
are expressed at a lower level and evolve faster than intron-
containing genes, and with the previous report on a similar
pattern of differences between ‘‘younger’’ and ‘‘older’’
genes (Wolf et al. 2009).

Concluding Remarks
The main result of the present analysis is that the most
pronounced differences in expression profiles and evolu-
tionary rates, as well as in the size of genome loci and tran-
scribed domains are observed between intronless and
spliced genes. By contrast, there was no dramatic difference
between the two classes of spliced genes, monomorphic
and polymorphic, in either the evolutionary or expression
characteristics (with the exception of the evolutionary
rates of the UTRs). When intronless and monomorphic
genes were lumped together and compared with polymor-
phic genes, significant differences were found for all ana-
lyzed variables, creating an illusion of a major distinction
between genes that undergo alternative splicing and those
that do not. However, when intronless genes are isolated in
a separate class, it becomes clear that splicing per se is a crit-
ical correlate of gene expression and evolutionary rates (at
least that of the CDS). Most likely, this connection goes
beyond correlation, that is, splicing actually is an important
determinant of expression and, through expression, of
gene evolutionary rates (Drummond and Wilke 2009). In-
deed, several experimental studies indicate that intron-
containing genes are more efficiently expressed than the
same genes after removal of introns (Le Hir et al. 2003; Nott
et al. 2004) and in particular that splicing enhances mRNA
export from the nucleus (Reed and Hurt 2002; Valencia
et al. 2008). In a more general context, these findings
are compatible with the concept of extensive coupling
between eukaryotic cellular machineries for transcription,
splicing, nucleo-cytoplasmic transport, nonsense-mediated
decay, and translation (Maniatis and Reed 2002; Maciag
et al. 2006; Komili and Silver 2008). Of course, these findings
reveal general trends and do not imply that there are no
mechanisms for high-level expression of intronless genes as
seen, in particular, for histones (Marzluff 2005).

Considering the dramatic differences in expression pro-
file and protein evolutionary rates between intronless and

spliced genes, but not between monomorphic and poly-
morphic genes, we submit that the very concept of a
‘‘monomorphic gene’’ might not be robust because any
gene that carries at least one intron and hence interacts
with the spliceosomal machinery has the potential of being
alternatively spliced under specific conditions. This conclu-
sion is in agreement with the recent estimate indicating
that the overwhelming majority of genomic loci in mam-
mals are subject to alternative splicing (Wang et al. 2008).
Previous analyses suggest that much of this alternative
splicing is conserved in evolution and by inference is func-
tional, but a substantial fraction is aberrant and non-
functional (Sorek et al. 2004; Yeo et al. 2005).

The current results highlight distinct features of intron-
less genes in vertebrates. It appears that many intronless
genes are evolutionary innovations, so their formation,
at least in part, via reverse transcription–mediated mech-
anisms, could be an important route of evolution of tissue-
specific functions of animals (Brosius and Gould 1992). In
line with their recent evolutionary origin, intronless genes
mostly encode regulatory proteins and components of sig-
nal transduction pathways (Hill and Sorscher 2006). How-
ever, we would like to mention that this is a generalization,
and there are examples that contradict the general rules,
such as intronless histone genes, which are abundantly
and ubiquitously expressed. Expression pathways and reg-
ulation of intronless genes are interesting subjects for
experimental study.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary figs. S1 and S3, supplementary tables S1
and S2, and Supplementary Material are available at
Molecular Biology and Evolution online (http://www.mbe
.oxfordjournals.org/).
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